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Abstract 
 
This study is a corpus-based comparison between student essays written in the subject areas 

of English linguistics and literature at undergraduate level. They are 200 Bachelor degree 

theses submitted at a variety of university departments (such as English, Language and 

Literature, Humanities, Social and Intercultural Studies) in Sweden. The comparison concerns 

frequencies of core modal verbs and how often they occur together with the I, we and it 

subject pronouns and in the structures this/the [essay, study, project, thesis] when students 

attempt to communicate their personal claims. Quantitative and qualitative analyses of the 

essays show few similarities in the ways that core modal verbs appear in both disciplines. The 

results indicate mainly distinct differences, especially in relation to clusters and variation of 

performative verbs. Specific patterns in the ways that students use core modal verbs as hedges 

have also been identified.  
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1. Introduction  

When the term “semantique” (Breal, 1883) was first introduced, it referred to the intrinsic 

meaning of words irrespective of context or grammatical functions. Since then, linguists have 

dealt with transformation of meaning in relation to the interaction among interlocutors and the 

specific situations where conversations occur (Norrick, 2001, p.76). The term “discourse” is 

used when researchers refer to that “language beyond the sentence” and the meanings that 

both spoken utterances and structured written texts convey. “Discourse analysis” is the 

attempt to understand the way that speakers and writers use language in order to achieve 

communication (Yule, 2014, pp. 139-140).  

          When we refer to written texts, we talk about different “genres” which are different 

types of written discourse that have “distinctive and recognizable patterns and norms”, which 

writers follow and readers anticipate (Richards & Schmidt, 2010, p.245). For instance, fiction 

and articles of scientific interest are two genres of written discourse. These two different types 

or genres require that different rules and rhetorical moves be followed concerning the 

structure of and the language used in the texts. For example, elements of literature such as 

allegories (when concrete things represent ideas) or personifications (when human qualities 

are attributed to something not human) appear by and large in fiction (Griffith, 2011) but this 

is not the norm in scientific articles. 

          One area of focus in linguistics is to study what is called “academic discourse”. The 

term refers to different types of spoken and written texts which are related to academic 

studies, such as textbooks, scholarly articles, conference papers, official reports, student 

essays and theses (Reading
1
, para.1). In written academic discourse, the study of distinct 

differences in the way that writers use language to communicate their personal attitudes and 

                                                           
1 These academic genres are listed in the Reading section of  Search & Write,  which is an electronic source 

where professors of University of Bergen, University of Oslo, Norwegian School of Economics and Bergen 

University College provide free-access practical information for university students “independent of institution 

and subject area” (About Search & Write, para. 1). Retrieved from http://sokogskriv.no/en/about-search-write/ 

(April, 2016). 

http://sokogskriv.no/en/about-search-write/
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ideas is especially interesting because scholars are considered to “actively try to involve the 

reader in the communication process” (Biber, 2006, pp. 97-98). This would mean that 

scholars’ focus is placed to a great extent on how they communicate their ideas and 

assessments to the readers. What seems equally interesting in this context is the analysis of 

the way that university students express their personal evaluations since they can be seen as 

novice academic writers who try to learn, follow and practice these specific rules and 

conventions. 

1.1 Aim of the Study   

This study will focus on some aspects of the English academic written language which 

students use during the second or third year of their studies at universities in Sweden. The aim 

of the study is to describe how students communicate their personal opinions and evaluations, 

known as “expressions of stance” (Richards & Schmidt, 2010, p.551) or “stance markers”. It 

has been suggested that expressions of stance are related to “the overall viewpoint or position 

taken by a writer in relation to the issue or proposition of an essay task” (Bruce, 2016, p.13). 

The focus of this study will be on one type of written academic discourse in English, namely 

Bachelor Degree (BA) theses at undergraduate level. The essays looked at are from two 

different disciplines
2
 which belong to the academic register: student essays on literature 

(coded as BALIT) and linguistics (coded as BALING). They are all undergraduate student 

theses submitted at 15 universities in Sweden, in a variety of university departments related to 

English studies (such as English, Language and Literature, Humanities, Social and 

Intercultural Studies, to name but a few). A detailed list of these universities and how many 

literature or linguistic essays were retrieved from each university is presented in Table A in 

Appendices. 

                                                           
2  In this study, the term “discipline” is used to refer to a group of works which share the features of a broad 

genre but present further specific features of their own. The term “subgenre” is also used by researchers when 

such groups of works are referred to (Griffith, 2011, p.437). 
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           More specifically, the aim of the study is to describe how core modal auxiliary verbs 

(from now on CMVs) are used to convey personal claims in linguistics and literary student 

essays in English. CMVs were chosen for this analysis because they express contrasting 

meanings such as certainty and probability (Eastwood, 2002, p.113). It could be interesting to 

analyze how they are used together with stance markers by university students, who are seen 

as novice academic writers in this case. In particular, the questions that this study will try to 

answer are the following: 

(1) How frequently are CMVs used to convey personal claims in written BA theses on 

English literature and linguistics? 

(2) To what extent are there differences in the way that CMVs are used to convey 

personal claims in these two academic disciplines? 

(2a) If to a great extent, in what ways do they differ? 

(2b) If to a small extent, in what context do the most frequently used CMV      

       appear? 

In the following sections there will be a presentation of theories and previous research on 

academic discourse. The BALING and BALIT corpora will be analyzed using the 

concordance program AntConc
3
 (Anthony, 2014) 

 
in order to describe how frequently and in 

what ways these phenomena occur in these academic essays in relation to discipline. 

Quantitative and qualitative analyses will test the hypothesis of this study that there is a 

relationship between the discipline and students’ expression of stance. Experts have already 

suggested that communication is achieved “differently in different disciplinary and generic 

contexts” (Hyland, 2010, p.116). In academic discourse different disciplines provide “a range 

of purposes, audiences and contexts from undergraduate essays to Nobel speeches” (Hyland, 

2010, p.117). Nevertheless, although specific rules must be followed, writers as individuals 

                                                           
3  AntConc is a “freeware corpus analysis toolkit for concordancing and text analysis” (Homepage, May 2016) 

retrieved from http://www.laurenceanthony.net/ (January 2016). 
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are allowed to choose among “the options available to position themselves” (Hyland, 2015, 

p.33). Taken that literature and linguistic essays belong to two different disciplines, it is 

hypothesized that the students probably choose different ways to express their personal stance 

in each discipline. 

1.2. Limitations of the Study  

 In this study, the identification of CMVs and stance-taking is based on grammar rules and 

information that could be located in previous research and published journals dealing with 

modality and stance. There will also be discussions on the complexity that stance taking and 

CMVs present in the specific primary data. However, there will be no comparison between 

CMVs and other ways of stance-taking in the essays looked at.  

           In addition, a complete description of the primary data that will be analyzed is not 

possible. For example, there is no information on the cultural or educational background of 

the students who wrote the essays. There will also be no reference to the students’ age or 

gender, which could possibly enable further discussions when seen as different variables.  

Moreover, it is not possible to define whether the students are native speakers of English or 

not, or their exact level of proficiency in English. However, it is assumed that they are fluent 

users of the English language since they wrote these BA theses in English. As for ethical 

considerations, it should be mentioned that these students were not informed that their 

projects would be the primary data of this study since no personal conduct with them was 

possible. However, these essays are publicly available online and, to further protect their 

privacy, no personal information about the students is discussed. 

          Finally, the grades of the essays or the teachers’ comments are not provided. Thus no 

speculation can be made on how accurately CMVs are used in the essays according to their 

meaning. There is also no information on teachers or guidelines for the different universities. 

This information would be interesting to have as a guide to what kind of instructions these 
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students followed when they wrote their theses. As a result, there will be no discussions 

around what could be considered accurate or inaccurate choice of words when students 

present their claims using CMVs at the undergraduate level. 

 

2. Theoretical Background 

In the sections that follow, previous research on academic discourse, stance-taking and 

modality is presented. There is a detailed description of the linguistic phenomena looked at in 

this study, in relation to grammar rules and relevant previous linguistic analyses. 

2.1. Hedging and Stance 

As has already been mentioned, discourse analysis is defined as the study of how linguistic 

entities, such as words, phrases or sentences, operate and work together in order to compose 

coherent paragraphs and cohesive texts in written and spoken language (Longman, 2010, 

p.174). In written academic discourse, analyses usually deal with “interpersonality” which is 

defined as follows:  

Interpersonality . . .  concerns the ways that writers use language to negotiate social 

relationships by telling their readers what they see as important, how they believe they 

should select and present material for them, and how they feel about what they write 

about. 

(Hyland, 2010, p.116) 

In this study, there will be discussions regarding interpersonality in student essays but the 

analysis that follows will be mainly focused on what is called “hedging”. Hedging allows 

writers to express less commitment to their claims, emphasizes subjectivity and helps writers 

to make a distinction between their personal opinion and facts or other people’s views 

(Hyland, 2005, p.52). Some frequently used hedges seem to be appearance-based evidential 

verbs (e.g. it seems that), mental process verbs (e.g. the research suggests), modal verbs, 

approximative adverbs (e.g. generally) and downtoners or minimizers (e.g. somewhat, 
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almost). Previous corpus-based research on student essays submitted at universities in the 

USA showed that the modal verbs of probability (may, might and could) are most frequently 

used. The same research showed that modal hedges in general are less frequently used than 

approximative hedges by university students (Aull & Lancaster, 2014). A previous 

comparison among student essays of six different disciplines
4
 indicated that hedges seem to 

be more frequently used in linguistics than the other five disciplines. The same research also 

indicated that students tend to use obligation modals (e.g. should) when they try to “direct the 

reader to some thought or action” (Hyland, 2005, p.57).  

          Finally, researchers propose that “it is only through qualitative analysis that the true 

degree of equivalence can be determined” (Ädel, 2014, p.69). Previous qualitative 

comparisons of how stance is expressed in different academic registers showed that 

“expression of stance is pervasive and complex, and therefore centrally important to our 

understanding of language use in university contexts” (Biber, 2006, p.115). Although students 

are usually taught to avoid first person stance markers (I and we), it is suggested that first 

person “plays a crucial interactional role” in written discourse and possibly helps students to 

create an identity as writers (Hyland, 2005, p.57). Modal verbs are suggested to be “by far the 

most common grammatical device used to mark stance in university registers” although the 

occurrences seem to be more frequent in spoken registers and not in written academic texts 

(Biber, 2006, p.103).  

2.2. Modality: Terminology and the Grammatical Perspective 

The following definition of “modality” is adopted in this study: 

The semantic concept of modality is concerned with the expression of notions such as 

possibility, probability, necessity, likelihood, obligation, permission, and intention, 

typically by modal auxiliary verbs, but also by other linguistic means (e.g. modal 

adjectives, adverbs, and nouns).  

(Aarts, Chalker & Weiner, 2014) 

                                                           
4 The six disciplines which that specific study compared are Applied Linguistics, Public Administration, Business 

Studies, Computer Science, Electronic Engineering and Biology (Hyland, 2005, p.57). 

http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-9780199658237-e-857
http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-9780199658237-e-26
http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-9780199658237-e-35
http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-9780199658237-e-970
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The focus of this study is limited to “core” (also “main” or “central”) modal verbs (Aarts, 

Chalker & Weiner, 2014), which are presented in Table 1. They are grouped according to the 

specific meanings they are considered to convey.  The main reason why only CMVs are 

looked at in this study is the different classification of modal verbs which has been noticed 

within various grammatical frameworks. For example, the “modal verbs” class can sometimes 

comprise the verbs need, ought to and dare which are on occasion categorized according to 

their meaning together with the expressions have to and be allowed to (Eastwood, 2002, pp. 

113-114). The same words (dare, need and ought to) are also classified as “marginal modal 

verbs” of disputed status that share some of the characteristics of the core modal verbs and are 

used “as” auxiliaries (as cited in Aarts et al., 2014). This could mean that their use might not 

be identical to how CMVs are used in discourse. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Groups of CMVs and the meanings that will be used as points of reference in this study (adapted from 

Eastwood, 2002, pp. 113-114). CMVs are grouped together with the meanings they convey that are most 

relevant to this study. For example, CMVs that express meanings of “asking or giving permission” (Eastwood, 

2002, p. 119) do not appear in Table 1. 

 

           

Meaning(s) CMVs which convey such meaning(s) 

Logical necessity, obligation and certainty: must, will, should 

Ability and opportunity: can, could 

Prediction and suggestion: will, can, could 

Probability and possibility: may, might, should, can, could 

Unreal situations: would, could 
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          According to Aarts et al. (2014) there are three main kinds of modality in English 

grammar:
5
 

1. Epistemic (or extrinsic) modality is concerned with likelihood, or degree of certainty 

or knowledge about something.  

e.g You must love your mother: if the meaning is “I deduce from some information or 

observations, that you love her”, the modality of the utterance is epistemic. 

2. Deontic (or intrinsic) modality is related to the notions of obligation, permission, 

prohibition, etc, as applied to the meanings of modal verbs. 

e.g You must love your mother: if the meaning is “you are obliged to love her”, the 

modality of the utterance is deontic. 

3. Dynamic modality is related to meanings such as ability, volition and predisposition, 

and such modals are said to be typically subject-oriented rather than speaker-oriented. 

e.g My cat will lie in front of the fire for hours: the meaning of volition is attributed to 

“my cat”. Some analysts make an alternative three-way contrast, the third term being 

“alethic” modality, which is concerned with logical deduction. The example if she is a 

widow, her husband must have died means that the meaning of the utterance is alethic. 

(modality, 2014, January 2016) 

This study focuses only on the first kind of modality, that is, epistemic modality which deals 

with likelihood and degree of certainty.  

2.3. Epistemic Modality in Discourse 

As regards to epistemic modality, an important distinction has been pointed out by previous 

research between the terms “performativity” and “descriptivity” (Nuyts, 2001, pp. 383-385). 

Performativity refers  to “the presence of speaker commitment in the use of a linguistic form: 

                                                           
5
 All definitions, examples and explanations of the types of modality presented in the text (1-3) have been 

collected from the relevant sub-sections of the lemma modality, as they appear in the online version of The 

Oxford Dictionary of English Grammar found in 

http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-

9780199658237-e-859?rskey=1zrUJW&result=1 (registration is needed for access in the specific sections). 

http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-9780199658237-e-859?rskey=1zrUJW&result=1
http://www.oxfordreference.com.www.bibproxy.du.se/view/10.1093/acref/9780199658237.001.0001/acref-9780199658237-e-859?rskey=1zrUJW&result=1
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if there is commitment on behalf of the speaker, then the form is performative, if there is no 

speaker commitment, then the form is descriptive” (Nuyts, Byloo & Diepeveen, 2010, p.27). 

These terms are explained through the following examples:  

(3) Mary thinks that John made it to the bakery. [descriptivity] 

(4) Alfred may be unmarried. [performativity] 

(5) I think John made it to the bakery before closing time. [performativity] 

(Nuyts, 2001, p.384-385) 

In (3) the person who utters the sentence “reports on someone else’s epistemic evaluation” 

and it is not clear “whether the speaker personally subscribes to the veracity of the evaluation 

or not”; this is a case of descriptivity (Nuyts, 2001, p.385). In both (4) and (5) the person who 

utters the sentence “accepts responsibility for the epistemic evaluation underlying it”. In these 

cases the mental state predicate think and the CMV may are used performatively. But, it is 

argued that in (4) a two-dimensional analysis would denote that either the speaker is “simply 

uncertain”, and the CMV may is used to express “subjective modality”, or the speaker knows 

“that there is a mathematically computable chance” that (4) is true and may is used to express 

“objective modality” (Nuyts, 2001, p.385). This would mean that the speaker knows all the 

information needed in order to be sure, which is suggested to be almost impossible. In this 

case, epistemic modality is seen to interact “with an evidential qualification” which is called 

intersubjectivity (Nuyts, 2001, p.386). In this study, when students’ claims are presented 

directly, it is considered a case of performativity. When students use other people’s names, or 

pronouns that refer to those people, as the subjects of the performative verbs they are 

considered cases of descriptivity (more in-detail argumentation on this matter is presented in 

Method and Conclusion).  
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           Epistemic modality and the interpretations that derive from a modal expression are 

argued to depend “on the specific conversational background selected” (Papafragou, 2006, p. 

1688). Such an example is the following utterance: 

(6)The children must be leaving. 

Two possible interpretations of (6) would be: 

(6a) In view of what is known, the children must be leaving. 

(6b) In view of what their obligations are, the children must be leaving. 

   (Papafragou, 2006, p.1689) 

6(a) involves epistemic modality and 6(b) deontic modality, but “both are seen as contributing 

to the proposition expressed by the utterance” and both cases could be linked either to 

subjectivity or to objectivity depending on the speaker’s and hearers’ current knowledge. In 

this case it is argued that the exclusion of subjective epistemic interpretations from the 

propositional content of the utterance could be seen as not valid since there is the possibility 

that modal expressions attribute, at least to some degree, to what is considered to be true or 

false proposition of an utterance (Papafragou, 2006, p. 1689). This view is supported by the 

following examples: 

(7) My grandfather must be sick. 

(8) My grandfather may be sick. 

(9) My grandfather is sick. 

     (Papafragou, 2006, p.1693) 

In (7), (8) and (9), must, may and is express “different degrees of speaker’s commitment”. It is 

suggested that in case the grandfather is absolutely healthy, all (7) (8) and (9) seem to be not 

true. However, the modal auxiliaries used in (7) and (8) could indicate that what the speakers 

say depend on their current knowledge at that specific point of time. Thus, (7) and (8) cannot 

be unquestionably characterized as absolutely false in contrast with (9) where the degree of 
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the speaker’s commitment to what is considered true seems to be stronger due to the 

nonappearance of modal expressions; even though all three utterances seem to be “false for 

exactly the same reasons” (Papafragou, 2006, pp. 1692-1693). In other words, epistemic 

modality seems to “contribute to truth-conditional content” (Papafragou, 2006, p. 1688) and 

modal auxiliary verbs seem to express not only different meanings but also different degrees 

of the same meaning.  

 

3. Material 

The primary data of this study are all undergraduate BA student essays. There are 100 

linguistic and 100 literature essays, a total number of 200 student undergraduate-level written 

texts. They were retrieved in January 2016 from su.diva-portal.org
6
, which is a “finding tool 

and an institutional repository for research publications and student theses written at 40 

universities and research institutions” in Sweden (Homepage, March 2016). There were 698 

essays that were currently available in full-text in English in the following filters: Advanced 

Search Student Theses, Full-text in DiVa, Independent thesis Basic level (degree of Bachelor). 

They were collected from the following three National Categories, as they are classified in 

DiVa: General Language Studies and Linguistics, Languages and Literature, General 

Literature Studies. They are all written in the English even though they were not retrieved 

from English departments exclusively.  

          Of the 698 essays, the first 100 for literature and linguistics which filled the criteria
7
 

were selected. The essays were checked manually and they were divided into two main 

groups according to the subject area which is mentioned on the front page (cover) of each 

essay. The first group, BALIT, consists of essays in whose covers the word literature is used 

                                                           
6 Retrieved from http://su.diva-portal.org , 31 January 2016 
7
 The main criterion was that the essays should be written in the field of studies related to the subject areas of      

   literature and linguistics. 

http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/aboutdiva.jsf
http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/aboutdiva.jsf
http://su.diva-portal.org/
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to refer to their subject area. The second group, BALING, consists of essays in whose cover 

the word linguistics is used to refer to its subject area. The corpora contain in total 2,000,290 

words. The BALIT corpus contains 1,004,762 words and the BALING corpus 995,762 words. 

The titles of the essays, the year they were submitted and at which institution are listed in 

Table B and Table C in the Appendices section. The titles and subtitles are presented exactly 

as they appear in the front cover of the essays
8
. 

 

4. Method 

This is a corpus-based study for which occurrences have been manually checked. Each CMV 

was looked at separately and concordance lines were manually analyzed. Targeted searches 

concerned the following structures: I/we/it +CMVs. A pilot study showed some differences in 

frequencies and it was decided that they should be looked at in detail. Also, the structures this 

study/essay/project/thesis + CMVs were looked at as an additional possible way that the 

students may have chosen to convey their personal claims. The analysis of the concordances 

revealed many different uses of CMVs and ample complex examples of how they are used for 

hedging. Utterances carrying CMVs which actually do not report the students’ personal 

position (they are considered not to function performatively) were characterized irrelevant to 

this study and were deleted. Some such examples taken from the BALING and BALIT 

corpora are the following: 

 Direct quotes or examples which were transferred from primary and secondary    

      sources the students refer to in their essays. 

      e.g.  . . . and she says “I will if I wish” (129) [BALIT 15] 

 Students’ acknowledgements 

                                                           
8
 There appear some spelling mistakes in the titles of some essays. However, all titles and sub-titles are identical 

to how they are presented in the original pdf files and nothing has been changed for the sake of this study. 
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e.g.  This essay would never have come to existence without the help of a great 

number of people. I should want to thank the four speakers who… [BALING 76] 

 When students signal what follows without reporting that it is important, 

interesting, etc., or any other personal evaluation. 

e.g. In this section, I will examine Holden Caulfield’s tendency to . . . I will do so 

by looking at psychoanalytic theory and the concepts of . . .  [BALIT 5] 

 When students paraphrase other people’s thoughts, mainly experts’. But, only the 

cases which were identified as descriptive (and not performative) and related to 

deontic (and not epistemic) modality were deleted. 

   e.g.  Based on these findings, Kovecses concludes that we may be ‘fairly certain’        

   that this conceptual metaphor is ‘universal’ (p.156). [BALING 34] 

 When students just describe their primary material without signaling their 

personal assessments. 

e.g. By admitting that he might also come to realize that it might not only be the 

language that has held South Africa back and from which it now is liberating 

itself from. [BALIT 39] 

Instances where CMVs are considered to express students’ personal opinion and/or to soften 

their claims are the instances that the analysis that follows looks at in detail. Each time these 

instances are referred to during the analysis, they are coded as “student claims”. Some 

characteristic examples of cases characterized as student claims are the following: 

(12) I can conclusively say that…[BALIT 44] 

(13) Therefore it may seem logical to presume that language users…[BALING 49] 

Both (12) and (13) are considered performative cases which convey the students’ personal 

commitment to their claims. 
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5. Results 

The analysis that follows is divided into three sections. Section 5.1 presents the general 

frequencies of CMVs which appear in student claims in all essays. Section 5.2 is the 

comparison of frequencies between the BALIT and BALING corpora. Section 5.3 is a further 

more detailed analysis of the CMV can, which is found to be the most frequently used CMV 

in both corpora. 

5.1 General Frequencies of Core Modal Verbs in both Literature and Linguistic    

      Corpora 

In total, there were 21,187 occurrences of CMVs in the corpora of all 200 essays. The 

targeted searches indicated 3,713 cases using I/we/it/this/the essay, etc. structures out of 

which the 1,759 cases which appear in Figure 1 were identified as student claims
9
. They are 

divided almost equally in the two corpora: 873 cases in BALING and 886 in BALIT. 

 

 

Figure 1. General results of the instances in which CMVs are used together with the I, we and it subject pronouns 

and with the this/the [study, essay, etc.] referents in student claims, in all 200 essays. 

           

                                                           
9 More detailed numbers of all the occurrences of each CMV in this primary data can be found in Table D in  

  Appendices. 
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          In Figure 1, can appears to be the most frequently used CMV among the eight. 

However, a more detailed analysis showed that not all students show the same preference to 

using can in their essays. There are cases of students who use can in their essays far more 

often than others. For example, in BALING 25 there are 27 cases identified as student claims 

among the 36 times that we can and one that it can appear in this essay. There are also, 19 

cases in BALIT 19 and 18 cases in BALIT 15. However, dispersion does not affect the overall 

results because there are many other essays in which can appears from one to even ten or 

eleven times in the same project. More details regarding dispersion of student claims which 

carry the CMV can are presented in Tables E and F in Appendices. 

          Must is the least frequently used CMV according to the graph in Figure 1. However, in 

the 59 cases in which must appears in the targeted searches in all essays, it is not used for 

hedging. It is used by some students when they present their methodology or try to signal to 

the readers why they proceeded this way. The following are some characteristic examples: 

(14) Moreover, I must draw attention, once again, to the connection between…  

    [BALIT 42] 

(15) …we must take into consideration…[BALIT 50] 

(16) …we must proceed with caution, keeping in mind…[BALIT 99] 

These cases state the students’ claim regarding what they consider important. Must is 

considered to be used perfomatively but not to serve as hedging to students’ conclusions or 

assessments regarding their analysis of their primary data.  

           By contrast, may which is the second to last less frequently used CMV is identified to 

serve hedging to claims and conclusions in all 94 cases. Examples (17) and (18) are 

characteristic of how may is used: 

(17) …we may finally have arrived at some form of “truth”. [BALIT 90] 

(18) Hence we may conclude that… [BALIT 45] 
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In other words, must appears the least frequently in these corpora in general, but may is the 

least frequently used CMV among the CMVs which are used for hedging. 

5.2 Comparison of Frequencies between the Literature and Linguistic Corpora 

Looking at Figure 2 which follows, it is clear that the comparison between the two disciplines 

involves similarities but mainly distinct differences in frequencies. The similarities concern 

the CMVs may and can. All cases of student claims which carry may have been discussed in 

the previous section. Can which is the most frequently used in both corpora will be discussed 

in section 5.3 separately. The distinct differences concern mainly will, should and must and 

they will be presented first.  

 

 

Figure 2. Frequencies of CMVs in student claims as they appear in each BALING and BALIT corpora, together 

with the I, we, it subject pronouns and the this/the [study, essay, etc.] referents
10

. 

 

 

          According to Figure 2, will is used almost six times more frequently in the literature 

than in the linguistic essays. The detailed analysis showed that the most common pattern in 

the BALIT corpus, when searching for structures which combine I/we/it + will + 

                                                           
10 More in detail description of the occurrences is presented in Table G and Table H in Appendices. 
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performative verb, is the structure I will argue (that). It appears in 14 cases in 14 different 

essays.  No pattern could be identified in the BALING corpus because the occurrences were 

too few.  

          The CMV should appears three times more often in the linguistic essays than the 

literature essays. It appears mainly in impersonal it structures and it is commonly followed by 

the verbs mention, note and point out in the BALING corpus. There are some cases of 

repetition but no more than three cases in the same essay have been noted (the only exception 

is BALING 15 where the structure it should be appears four times).  

          The frequencies of must in the literature essays are twice the frequencies of must in the 

linguistic essays, and its function has already been discussed in the previous section. Since the 

differences of the specific CMVs are distinct, it could without difficulty be claimed that will 

and must appear much more often in BALIT while should appears much more often in 

BALING.             

          Finally, Figure 3, which follows, shows the proportion of CMVs together with this/the 

[essay/project/thesis/study] and reveals some distinct differences in the frequencies of these 

structures in the BALING and BALIT corpora, as well. 

 

Figure 3. Percentages of occurrences of the structures this/the [essay/project/thesis/study] + CMVs which appear 

in utterances characterized as student claims. 
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          According to Figure 3, it is clear that there is a distinct difference between the CMVs 

which are used in the two corpora. There is more variety and a more even distribution for the 

linguistics essays. In the BALING corpus there are 7 CMVs used in these structures, but there 

are only 4 in the BALIT corpus. The CMVs should, could and would do not appear in any of 

these targeted searches in the literature essays, and the CMV must does not appear in these 

structures in either of the two corpora. 

          Another striking difference is the fact that the CMV will is by far the most frequently 

used in these structures in the BALIT corpus but the least frequently used in the BALING 

corpus. In this case, a detailed analysis of the will occurrences showed no signs of dispersion 

in the literature essays. The structures are used once or twice in each essay they appear in, 

with the only exception being BALIT 1 in which there are 4 cases counted. There are few 

cases identified to convey directly a claim such as in examples (19) and (20): 

(19) This essay will argue that reading literature is . . . [BALIT 88] 

(20) This essay will oppose Johnson’s claim, and argue that . . . [BALIT 69] 

As for the context, the two most frequently used performative verbs in this structure in 

BALIT are the verbs show and discuss. These specific structures are commonly found to 

function as introductions or openings to student claims. Examples (21) and (22) are two 

characteristic samples: 

(21) This essay will show why the reader should watch out for Humbert’s narrative  

        and not trust… [BALIT 50] 

(22) This essay will discuss the way…in order to show that both men and women  

        suffer from the unequal relationship… [BALIT 88] 

Such examples which serve similar functions do not appear in the BALING corpus, and there 

is not even one exception.  
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          In contrast to the structures found in the BALIT corpus, the diagram in Figure 3 shows 

that this/the [essay, study, etc.] + will is rarely used and instead this/the [essay, study, etc.] + 

might are the most common occurrences in the BALING corpus. Although the occurrences 

are not enough to identify patterns or to generalize, it was noted that the few times that the 

CMV might appears in these structures, it is used in discussions around weaknesses and 

limitations of the studies, as in example (23). 

 (23) the study might have been more unified if…[BALING 4] 

 Such examples are not found in the BALIT corpus. 

5.3. Detailed Analysis of the Most Frequently Used Core Modal Verb can 

Although can appears in similar frequencies in BALING and BALIT corpora, the detailed 

analysis reveals some further, less obvious variation. The impersonal structure it can is the 

most frequently used pattern in the BALING corpus (1.7, normalized)
 11

 although the 

structure we can is the most frequent pattern in the BALIT corpus (1.6, normalized). The 

structure I can is the least frequent in both corpora but the occurrences differ distinctly, 0.03 

in BALING and 0.1 in BALIT.  

          An additional detailed analysis of the most frequent clusters and specific performative 

verbs revealed further differences. For example, the structure we can see is the most 

frequently used in both BALING and BALIT. However, it is used twice as frequently in the 

BALING corpus (0.6 normalized) than in the BALIT corpus (0.3 normalized). The reason for 

this variation in frequencies between the two corpora is the fact that there is a greater variety 

of performative verbs used in the literature essays. For instance, in the BALING corpus, verbs 

such as see, find, assume, conclude and observe appear repeatedly in many essays but the 

same verbs appear less frequently in the BALIT corpus. In contrast, there are many other 

verbs which appear once or twice in the whole BALIT corpus and, thus, no specific patterns 

can be identified for all of these individual verbs. Figure 4 and Figure 5 which follow 

                                                           
11 All figures were normalized per 10,000 words throughout the analysis.  
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illustrate how many performative verbs appear in the first 100 examples of the most 

frequently used clusters with can in each BALING and BALIT corpora. The pie charts in 

Figures 4 and 5 indicate clearly the differences between the two corpora. According to 

Figures 4 and 5, there are only three performative verbs which appear in the first 100 cases in 

BALING. In BALIT, however, there are 11 different verbs which appear in the first 100 

cases. This means that a wider variety of performative verbs is used in the literature essays 

than in the linguistics essays, but this variation means that they are used at lower frequencies. 

 

 

Figure 4. The first 100 cases of the most frequent performative verbs which come after the I/we/it can structures  

in student claims in the BALING corpus
12

 (essays on Linguistics).  

                                                           
12

 These results derived from the following procedure:  

1
st
 step: all clusters with can and performative verbs in student claims were counted and lists were created 

manually. The most frequently used patterns identified are the following: 

 we can see – 54 cases + it can be seen – 7 cases, total 61 cases carrying see 

 it can be argued – 27 cases 

 we can conclude – 9 cases + it can be concluded – 9 cases, total 18 cases carrying conclude 

 we can find – 12 cases 

 we can say – 8 cases + it can be said – 4 cases, total 12 cases carrying say 

2
nd

 step: looking at the previous list, the first 100 cases of the most frequent clusters are the 61 cases of the 

performative verb see, the 27 cases of argue and 12 cases out of the 18 where the performative verb conclude 

appears (total:100 cases). 
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Figure 5. The first 100 cases of the most frequent performative verbs which come after the I/we/it can structures  

in student claims in the BALIT corpus (essays on Literature). [The procedure which provided these results is 

similar to the one described in Figure 4.] 

 

           In addition, the performative verbs which appear most frequently are not all the same 

in the two BALING and BALIT corpora. For example, the verb conclude is the third most 

frequently used verb in BALING but it comes in the 7
th

 place in BALIT after see, argue, 

assume, observe, say and fathom. Furthermore, two verbs, fathom and follow are found 

together with can in the BALIT corpus but could not be located together with can in the 

BALING corpus. 

 

6. Conclusion  

This essay has reported on a corpus-based comparison between Bachelor Degree theses in the 

linguistics and literature subject areas at different universities in Sweden. The comparison 

concerned frequencies of core modal verbs and how often they occur in the following 

structures: I/we/it +CMVs and the/this [study/essay/project/thesis] + CMVs. The analysis 

investigated the epistemic modality of utterances which carry CMVs and convey students’ 
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claims. Quantitative and qualitative analyses showed that there seems to be a relationship 

between the discipline and university students’ expression of stance since there are distinct 

differences identified between the two corpora representing the two groups.  

          In particular, the first question this study tried to answer is how frequently CMVs 

appear in student claims in written BA theses on literature and linguistics. The results showed 

that there are 1,759 cases of CMVs divided almost equally in the two corpora: 873 cases in 

BALING and 886 in BALIT. Can turned out to be the most frequently used CMV in both 

disciplines. There were a few cases of individual students repeatedly using the specific CMV 

in both BALING and BALIT corpora.  However, these repetitions did not disturb the overall 

results because there were numerous other examples which concerned the same CMV in 

many other essays in the corpora. 

          In addition, the study attempted to check whether or not there are differences in the way 

that CMVs are used in the targeted searches in these two academic disciplines. The results 

showed that may is the only CMV which is used in actual similar frequencies and contexts in 

the two disciplines.  The frequencies of the CMV can are similar in the two corpora but the 

contexts in which can appears differ distinctively between the two groups. The study also 

aimed to identify the structures and contexts which the most frequently used CMV appears in. 

It was found that there is a wider variety of clusters in the literature essays, and the 

performative verbs which appear in both literature and linguistic essays appear in different 

frequencies. Overall, the analyses indicated that there were more differences than similarities 

between the two corpora. 

          However, not all results of this study seem to correlate with previous analyses and 

comparisons of student essays. For example, on the one hand, previous research has suggested 

that students possibly tend to use structures they feel more comfortable with when they 

present their personal evaluations (Hyland, 2005). In this study, some CMVs were identified 
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to serve hedging to student claims repeatedly in the same essay. These results could support 

the view that students’ personal preference plays a significant role to how they choose to 

communicate their ideas and try to identify themselves as writers regardless of the specific 

conventions they must follow. On the other hand, previous research on essays submitted at 

universities in the US (Aull & Lancaster, 2014) showed that the CMVs of probability and 

possibility (such as may) are used frequently by university students. In this study, however, 

may was identified as one of the least frequently used CMVs in the targeted searches. This 

variation could possibly indicate that university students in the USA and in Sweden do not 

use CMVs in the same way. Another interpretation could be that different primary materials, 

alternative classifications and interpretations of the findings possibly produce diverge results. 

          All the results presented in this study are dependent variables which could vary in case 

of a different classification of what was characterized as “student claim” cases in this study. 

Cases which were considered descriptive and were not included in this study could produce 

diverse results if, for example, they were seen as cases of intersubjectivity, the interplay 

between objectivity and subjectivity (Nuyts, 2001), and were included in the “student claim” 

category.  

          Furthermore, the corpora this study analyzed comprise student essays which were 

submitted at 15 different universities in Sweden. But, the first 100 essays which were 

randomly collected by DiVa from each discipline do not include essays submitted at the three 

big Swedish universities Uppsala, Lund and Gothenburg. Thus, it could be argued that these 

essays may not be representative of the essays that university students submit in Sweden. 

Future analyses could compare essays which belong to the literature and linguistic disciplines 

and were submitted at those three big universities in order to examine if the trends observed in 

this study are the same.  
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          Finally, the main focus of this study was placed on performative verbs and specific 

structures. Future analyses could help to identify possible further differences regarding CMVs 

and how they are used by university students in various structures and contexts. For example, 

this study did not look at the referents of CMVs (e.g. he, she or nouns used as subjects to 

CMVs) in much detail other than the specific targeted searches. It was also noted that some 

CMVs are often combined in the same utterance. This could add an additional perspective to 

the analyses of modality. It could also be suggested that similar analyses of all the verbs that 

the modal class comprises (e.g. have to, need, etc.) would provide more complete information 

regarding modality in academic student essays at undergraduate level. Finally, comparisons 

among other registers or disciplines of written academic discourse would enable a deeper 

understanding of the language which students use at universities in Sweden, or how modality 

is presented by students in academic written discourse in general.  
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Appendices 

In Tables A – C, there are complementary lists of the essays used as primary data in this 

study, the dates they were submitted and at which institutions. Tables D – H provide 

additional detailed information regarding the findings of the analysis. 

 

Table A.  List of Universities and Numbers of the Essays Retrieved from each Institution 

 

Name of Institution Total Number of Essays 
Linguistics Essays 

(BALING) 

Literature Essays 

(BALIT) 

Linnaeus University 57 32 35 

Stockholm University 53 29 24 

SodertornUniversity/College 20 5 15 

Karlstad University 18 11 7 

Halmstad 

University/College 
16 3 13 

Gavle College 13 7 6 

Jonkoping College (HLK) 6 5 1 

Kristianstad University 5 3 2 

Linkoping University 4 0 4 

Umeå University 3 2 1 

Dalarna University/College 1 1 0 

Skovde 1 1 0 

Orebro University 1 1 0 

Mid Sweden University 1 0 1 

Kallmar University/College 

 
1 0 1 

Total 15 200 100 100 
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Table B.  List of Linguistics Essays (100 BALING) 

Code Linguistic Essay Title  Institution  
Year of 

Submission 

BALING.1 
Swedish upper secondary school teachers and their attitudes 

towards AmE, BrE, and Mid-Atlantic English 
 Gavle College 2010 

BALING.2 
Lexis, Discourse Prosodies and the Taking of Stance: A Corpus 

Study of the Meaning of ‘Self-proclaimed’ 
Soderton College 2011 

BALING.3 
A thorn in the side and its equivalents in French and Swedish: 

One sense realised as three different idioms 
Umeå Universitet 2014 

BALING.4 
Metaphor in writing: A study on metaphor usage in the online 

sports sections of two British newspapers 

Linnaeus 

University 
2011 

BALING.5 Modern semiotics in an internet-mediated world 
Halmstad 

University 
2015 

BALING.6 

Stereotypes of English in Hollywood Movies: A Case Study of 

the Use of Different Varieties of English in Star Wars, The Lord 

of the Rings and Transformers 

Stockholm 

University 
2009 

BALING.7 
Language attitudes in the People’s Republic of China’s leading 

English-language newspaper, China Daily 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALING.8 
Flouting the maxims in comedy: An analysis of flouting in the 

comedy series Community 

Karlstad 

University 
2013 

BALING.9 
Could you hand me my key? Can you give me my keys? 

Differences between men and women in expressing politeness. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALING.10 

“I have measured out my life with coffee spoons”: T. S. Eliot: A 

semantic analysis of selected metaphors in The Love Song of J. 

Alfred Prufrock by T.S Eliot 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALING.11 
Should I use I? A corpus-based study of first-person pronouns 

in scientific journals of different rankings. 

Karlstad 

University 
2014 

BALING.12 
Code Switching on Flashback: A Study of Code Switching on 

an Internet Based Discussion Forum. 
Soderton College 2014 

BALING.13 A study of communicative strategies in upper-secondary school Gavle College 2011 

BALING.14 

Dominance or not in the Classroom? A synchronic study on 

gender differences in a Swedish classroom in the subject of 

English. 

Kristianstad 

University 
2009 

BALING.15 
A Construction Grammar Approach to the Phrase Why Don’t 

You 

Stockholm 

University 
2008 

BALING.16 
Young Swedish students’ knowledge of English grammatical 

morphemes 

Karlstad 

University 
2006 

BALING.17 
Corny or Cool: Swedish Teenagers Attitudes towards Australian 

and British English Accents 
Gavle College 2010 

BALING.18 Swedish problems with English prepositions 
Jonkoping College 

(HLK) 
2006 

BALING.19 
A Corpus Study of the Mandative Subjunctive in Indian and 

East African English 

Linnaeus 

University 
2006 

BALING.20 
Intertextuality as a politeness strategy: A qualitative study of the 

use and function of intertextuality in the television series Suits 

Stockholm 

University 
2013 

BALING.21 
Rap Music: Differences in Derogatory Word Use Between 

Mainstream and LGBTQ Artists 
Gavle College 2015 

BALING.22 

Affection and Bilingualism: I love you vs Jag alskar dig: 

Translatability, Self-Perception and Meaning in the Affective 

Repertoires of Swedish-English Bilinguals 

Stockholm 

University 
2006 

BALING.23 

What role does the language of instruction play for a successful 

education? A case study of the impact of language choice in a 

Namibian school. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2007 

BALING.24 

Study-abroad in an L3 environment: A study of the 

development of oral proficiency in speech rate and 

pronunciation of dental fricatives 

Stockholm 

University 
2009 
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BALING.25 

How Female Characters Are Portrayed: An investigation of the 

use of adjectives and nouns in the fictional novel Pride and 

Prejudice 

Kristianstad 

University 
2010 

BALING.26 
English and Swedish Animal Idioms: A Study of 

Correspondence and Variation in Content and Expression 

Karlstad 

University 
2005 

BALING.27 
Onomatopoeia and iconicity: A comparative study of English 

and Swedish animal sounds 

Karlstad 

University 
2008 

BALING.28 

Breaking maxims in conversation: A comparative study of how 

scriptwriters break maxims in Desperate Housewives and That 

70’s Show 

Karlstad 

University 
2005 

BALING.29 
The Mind or the Mother tongue? A study of grammatical errors 

among L1 Swedish learners in Year 9 

Linnaeus 

University 
2015 

BALING.30 
Occupational terms in The Daily Aztec & The San Diego Union 

Tribune: Non-sexist vs. Sexist language. 

 Linnaeus 

University 
2008 

BALING.31 
“It is certain that it can be argued a million times over”: 

expressions of epistemic modality in L1 and L2 writing 

Stockholm 

University 
2008 

BALING.32 
Abstract Writing: A Study of Swedish Students’ Adherence to 

the Academic Norm 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALING.33 

Maximizers - completely complex adverbs: a corpus study of 

the maximize usage in American and Swedish journalists’ 

writing in English. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALING.34 
The realization of time metaphors and the cultural implications: 

An analysis of the Quran and English Quranic translations 

Stockholm 

University 
2006 

BALING.35 

“Don’t mess with chicks in Burberry paddings”: Semantic 

change in hip-hop lyrics and its impact of mainstream American 

English 

Linnaeus 

University 
2008 

BALING.36 

Exploring a recent grammatical change: A corpus-based 

investigation of the core modals will and shall and the semi-

modal BE going to in newspaper and blogs written by Swedes 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALING.37 
Relative Clauses in Aelfric’s Catholic Homilies: a quantitative 

study 

Stockholm 

University 
2007 

BALING.38 
Variation of English passives used by Swedes : A corpus-based 

study of the usage of be-passives and get-passives 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALING.39 
Gender differences in Swedish students’ written English and 

students’ identification of female and male language features 

Karlstad 

University 
2006 

BALING.40 

THOU, THEE, THY, THINE, YE, YOU, YOUR, YOURS: 

SECOND PERSON PRONOUNS IN TWO BIBLE 

TRANSLATIONS 

Jonkoping College 

(HLK) 
2007 

BALING.41 
Adverbial Connectors in Advanced EFL Learners’ and Native 

Speakers’ Student Writing 

Stockholm 

University 
2010 

BALING.42 

Advertisements in English in a non-English speaking country: A 

study on the use of English in Swedish magazine 

advertisements. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALING.43 
THE POWER OF INSULTS: A study of condescending 

linguistic strategies in four English online discussion forums 

Linnaeus 

University 
2008 

BALING.44 

IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS IN FICTION: A TEXTUAL 

ANALYSIS OF THE USE AND EFFECTS OF IDIOMS IN 

DONNA TARTT’S NOVEL THE SECRET HISTORY 

Jonkoping College 

(HLK) 
2014 

BALING.45 

The Use of Personal Pronouns in Political Speeches: A 

comparative study of the pronominal choices of two American 

presidents 

Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALING.46 Native Swedish Speakers’ Problems with English Prepositions Orebro University 2006 

BALING.47 

Productivity Measurements Applied to Ten English Prefixes: A 

comparison of different measures of morphological productivity 

based on ten prefixes in English 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALING.48 
THOU SHALT NOT SPLIT . . . ?  A CORPUS-BASED 

STUDY ON SPLIT INFINITIVES IN AMERICAN ENGLISH 

Jonkoping College 

(HLK) 
2014 

BALING.49 
A journey through our surroundings: A study of organization 

metaphors in Metasaga 

Stockholm 

University 
2010 
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BALING.50 Newspaper readability: a broadsheet vs. A tabloid  Gavle College 2009 

BALING.51 

“Nobody but you can do that to me, I don’t know why”: Covert 

Power in Represantations of Casual talk. A case study of 

Woody Allen’s Hannah and Her Sister(s) 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALING.52 
An attempt to get access to a speaker’s mind: The expectation 

marker actually in spoken conversation 

Halmstad 

University 
2015 

BALING.53 

Academic awareness in students’ papers: An investigation of 

information packaging and subjective projections in student 

papers at university level 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALING.54 
Simon and the Guys: A Linguistic study of the Representation 

of Gender in Wings 6 and 9 
Sodertorn College 2012 

BALING.55 
The use of arise and rise in present-day British & American 

English: A corpus based analysis of two verbs. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2007 

BALING.56 Nominal plurarity in languages of the Greater Hindukush 
Stockholm 

University 
2015 

BALING.57 

Do You Really Want to Set Me on Fire, My Love? The Use of 

Internal and External “Fire and Heat Metaphors” in some Rock 

Lyrics 

Stockholm 

University 
2006 

BALING.58 Code-switching in Chinua Achebe’s Novels Skovde 2007 

BALING.59 Beliefs regarding accommodation of dialects 
Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALING.60 
Good and Bad Mothering in the Fiction of Marian Keys: A 

Discourse Analysis 
Umeå University 2014 

BALING.61 
The Apostrophe Revisited: Attitudes, errors and implications 

for the teaching in an upper secondary school 
Gavle College 2008 

BALING.62 
A study of the use of English and other languages in TV-

commercials in Sweden 

Karlstad 

University 
2013 

BALING.63 
Spelling differences between British and American English 

Through-thru, Night-nite, Light-lite, High-hi 

Linnaeus 

University 
2007 

BALING.64 Chat Language: In the continuum of speech and writing 
Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALING.65 
The x-word and its usage: Taboo words and swearwords in 

general, and x-words in newspapers 

Karlstad 

University 
2008 

BALING.66 
Politeness in BELF Communication: A Study on Directness 

Strategies and Formality in Professional E-mail Communication 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALING.67 
“Jim Norton – 1, Walking Land Whale – 0”: Gender and 

Language Asymmetries in Cyber-Bulling 
Sodertorn College 2015 

BALING.68 

Possible Factors Affecting Women’s Conversational Style: An 

Investigation of Hedges Used by Women in the American TV-

series Desperate Housewives 

Kristianstad 

University 
2010 

BALING.69 
“It’s about thirty minutes away; I’ll be there in ten”: The style 

of Pulp Fiction – a sociopragmatic analysis 

Jonkoping College 

(HLK) 
2008 

BALING.70 
‘LOL’, ‘OMG’ and Other Acronyms and Abbreviations: A 

study in the creation of initialisms 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALING.71 Verb Dynamics: a study of Gender Roles in Blueprint A Gavle College 2009 

BALING.72 
Sexist language: Gender marking of occupational terms and the 

non-parallel treatment of boy and girl. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2008 

BALING.73 
INFANTS’ ABILITY TO FORM VERB-ACTION 

ASSOCIATIONS 

Stockholm 

University 
2008 

BALING.74 

Communicative strategies in BELF negotiations: A qualitative 

study on misunderstandings and communicative strategies in 

BELF telephone negotiations 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALING.75 
Terms of endearment in American Soap Operas: A corpus study 

of honey, sweetheart and darling 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALING.76 “Swedish People’s Attitudes to Different Accents of English” 
Stockholm 

University 
2004 

BALING.77 
Vowel Harmony in Bale: A study of ATR harmony in a Surmic 

language of Ethiopia 

Stockholm 

University 
2009 
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BALING.78 

Morpho-semantic processes in the English language used in a 

Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game: A case study 

of neologisms in Warhammer Online 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALING.79 
The influence of formal instruction on segmental speech 

production by German learners of English 

Stockholm 

University 
2011 

BALING.80 
Essay on the Linguistic Features in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter 

and the Philosopher’s Stone. 

Stockholm 

University 
2006 

BALING.81 
Is e- the new cyber? A corpus study on fashion cycles in 

vocabulary 

Stockholm 

University 
2013 

BALING.82 
A corpus-based study of Don Juan: A Spanish borrowing into 

English 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALING.83 
A Study of Metaphors in the Heart of Darkness and their 

Swedish Translations 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALING.84 
Noun Phrase Anaphora and Referential Behaviour in Child-

Directed Speech During the Child’s First Year  

Stockholm 

University 
2015 

BALING.85 
Oh foxy lady, where art thou? A corpus based analysis of the 

word foxy, from a gender stereotype perspective 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALING.86 

Mainly the same or mostly different? A corpus study of the 

level of synonymity between the adverbs mainly, mostly, chiefly 

and principally 

Karlstad 

University 
2009 

BALING.87 
How closings are accomplished in talk show interviews: A 

comparative linguistic study 

Halmstad 

University 
2015 

BALING.88 
Writing Business Emails in English as a Lingua Franca – how 

informal can you be? An analysis of formality in BELF emails 

Stockholm 

University 
2015 

BALING.89 
“...this is teenage bitchiness”: A corpus-based study of 

teenagers’ use of the term bitch and its forms. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2007 

BALING.90 

Business English as a lingua Franca- BELF in the Swedish 

Pharmaceutical Sector: A study of the needs of the Business 

English speakers when used as a Lingua Franca 

Stockholm 

University 
2011 

BALING.91 
The use of the prepositions to and with after the verb to talk in 

British and American English: A corpus-based study 

Linnaeus 

University 
2006 

BALING.92 
We will rock you: A diachronic corpus-based analysis of 

linguistic features in rock lyrics 

Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALING.93 
Different ‘colo(u)rs’ of the English language: A corpus-based 

study on Swedes’ choices in spelling, vocabulary and grammar 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALING.94 
Online computer game English: A study on the language found 

in World of Warcraft 

Karlstad 

University 
2009 

BALING.95 
The persuasive power of personal pronouns in Barack Obama’s 

rhetoric 

Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALING.96 Dialectal Speech in Literature and Translation Dalarna University 2012 

BALING.97 What you mean, laa? Scouse-dialect or accent? 
Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALING.98 

The Power of Language-Persuading Addicts to Change their 

Lifestyle on TV: A conversation analysis of the documentary 

show “Intervention Canada”, 15p 

Soderton College 2015 

BALING.99 
A diachronic study of the semantics of the adjectives mean and 

gay 

Linnaeus 

University 
2011 

BALING.100 
A Qualitative Descriptive Translation Study of Shakespear’s 

Romeo and Juliet 

Stockholm 

University 
2008 
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Table C.  List of Literature Essays (100 BALIT) 

Code Literature Essay Title Institution 
Year of 

Submission 

BALIT.1 
Unhomely lives: Double Consciousness in Jamaica  

Kincaid’s The Autobiography of My Mother 

Sodertorn 

College 
2014 

BALIT.2 
Chained Thoughts Broken by Chain of Thoughts: An Analysis of 

the Narrative Style in A Room of One’s Own by Virginia Woolf 

Karlstad 

University 
2006 

BALIT.3 
The Beauty and the Beast: Magical Realism in Salman Rushdie’s 

Shame 

Sodertorn 

College 
2015 

BALIT.4 Humanity’s place in Utopia is Nowhere 
Sodertorn 

College 
2015 

BALIT.5 Repressed Sexuality in J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye 
Halmstad 

University 
2014 

BALIT.6 
The Troubled Young Man in J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the 

Rye and “For Esme – with Love and Squalor” 

Linkoping 

University 
2008 

BALIT.7 
Stereotypical Gender Roles and their Patriarchal Effects in A 

Streetcar Named Desire 
Halmstad College n.d 

BALIT.8 
Love, Power and Respect: Marie’s Empowerment in Edrich’s Love 

Medicine 
Gavle College 2009 

BALIT.9 
Black Atlantic expression in the poetry of Langston Hughes and 

Nicolas Guillen 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.10 
Terrorism, Religion and Race: A Comparison between John 

Updike’s Terrorist and Bernard MacLaverty’s Cal 
Halmstad College 2015 

BALIT.11 
Virginia Woolf’s Orlando and the Feminist Reader: Feminist 

Reader Responce Theory in Orlando: a Biography 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALIT.12 
“Visibility is a Trap”: Revealing the Metaphor of the Simian in 

Naked Lunch 

Linnaeus 

University 
2015 

BALIT.13 Identification: Problem or opportunity? 
Halmstad 

University 
2012 

BALIT.14 The Women in Charles Dicken’s Novel Oliver Twist 
Halmstad 

University 
2010 

BALIT.15 
Women as Other: Hemmingway’s Portrayal of Female Characters 

in To Have and Have Not 

Sodertorn 

College 
2013 

BALIT.16 
“The foulest creatures that walk this earth”: J.K.Rowling’s Magical 

Creatures as Metaphors for Difficulties for Teenagers 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALIT.17 
Can Chick-Lit be Canonical? A feminist reading of Jane Austen’s 

Pride and Prejudice and Candace Bushnell’s Sex and The City: An 

analysis of literature 

Sodertorn 

College 
2008 

BALIT.18 
The Representation of Three Characters in The Help: A 

Patronising Highlighting of Black People 

Linnaeus 

University 
2015 

BALIT.19 
The Truce, the Old Truce, and Nattonbuff the Truce: A Creative 

Reading of James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake  

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.20 
Idealism and Guilt in the Forest: Cooper, Emerson and the 

American Wilderness Myth 

Stockholm 

University 
2011 

BALIT.21 
CREATING STEPHEN, THE ARTIST: Reinterpreting Joyce’s 

Portrait through Analysis of the Narrator 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.22 
The bildung of Fanny Hill” John Cleland’s Memoirs of a woman of 

Pleasure 

Linnaeus 

University 
2011 

BALIT.23 
Character Traits, Motivations and Class in The Lord of the Rings, 

the Novel Versus the Film Trilogy 

Stockholm 

University 
2011 

BALIT.24 
(Un) “Like Romeo and Juliet”: The Theme of Love in John 

Fowles’ The Collector 

Linnaeus 

University 
2006 

BALIT.25 Feeling as Perceptibility and Trembling in Mansfield Park 
Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.26 
The Professor and the Typist: Characterisation and Plot Devices in 

Dracula 

Stockholm 

University 
2011 

BALIT.27 Immanence and Representation in W.H. Hudson’s Green Mansions 
Stockholm 

University 
2009 
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BALIT.28 
When All Comes down to Clothes: An Interpretation of P.G. 

Wodehouse’s The Inimitable Jeeves 

Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALIT.29 On the Loss of Identity in When the Emperor was Divine 
Kristianstad 

University 
2010 

BALIT.30 

Writing One’s Self Into Being: An Analysis on Self-authoring as a 

mean of Agency in Frances Burney’s Evelina – or a Young Lady’s 

Entrance Into the World 

Sodertorn 

College 
2014 

BALIT.31 
Exploring Unease: A Study of How Unease is Produced in Kazuo 

Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALIT.32 
Subjects Matter-: The Subject-Object Dichotomy in Toni 

Morrison;s Jazz 

Halmstad 

University 
n.d. 

BALIT.33 

Listening to Jane: A Comparison of the Original Novel Jane Eyre 

and Three Abridged Audio Book Versions From the Point of View 

of Genre 

Halmstad 

University 
2012 

BALIT.34 
“And Never the Twain Shall Meet”? Separate Worlds and 

Characterization in David Lodge’s Nice Work 

Karlstad 

University 
2011 

BALIT.35 
Textual Negotiations with Readers in Equiano’s The Interesting 

Narrative: The expectations of an African autobiography author in 

the late 18
th

 Century abolitionist movement 

Sodertorn 

College 
2015 

BALIT.36 
Fugue State: Memories Without Borders and Fuguer as Flaneur in 

Teju Cole’s Open City 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.37 
The Fear of the Fall: Degeneration and Social Inequality in the 

Frame Narrative of H. G. Well’s The Time Machine 

Stockholm 

University 
2013 

BALIT.38 
Much Obliged, Wodehouse: A Study of Gender and Power in 

Three P.G. Wodehouse Novels 

Linnaeus 

University 
2012 

BALIT.39 
“It is a new world they live in”: A CBI Approach to the Post-

Apartheid Experience in J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace 
Halmstad 2013 

BALIT.40 Ezra to the Rescue: Three Facets of The Moonstone 
Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.41 Failed Feminism? Ursula K. Le Guin’s Tehanu 
Karlstad 

University 
2008 

BALIT.42 
Invisible Power: Electricity and Social Visibility in Ralph Ellison’s 

Invisible Man 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALIT.43 
Beyond Good and Evil: An essay on the combination of ideas and 

aesthetics in George Bernard Shaw’s Mrs Warren’s Profession 

Stockholm 

University 
2008 

BALIT.44 History and Fiction in Ragtime 
Mid Sweden 

University 
2010 

BALIT.45 
To Be a Woman in a Man’s World: Gender and National Identity 

in Aidoo’s Changes: A Love Story  

Sodertorn 

College 
2007 

BALIT.46 
Becoming The Chosen One: The choice, identity and destiny of 

Harry Potter 

Kallmar 

University 
2008 

BALIT.47 

Violent Discoveries: Three theories on the protagonist’s journey 

towards self-discovery through the use of violence in Chuck 

Palahniuk’s Fight Club 

Gavle College 2010 

BALIT.48 

Midlife Crisis or Male Wound? A Psychoanalytical Study of the 

Protagonist’s Behaviour as Midlife Crisis in JM Coetzee’s 

Disgrace 

Soderstorn 

University 
2007 

BALIT.49 
Thorny reading: A didactic and literary approach to Jane Austen’s 

Pride and Prejudice 

Linnaeus 

University 
2006 

BALIT.50 

Can Humbert be Trusted with the Telling of His Tale? A 

Deconstructive Study of Binary Oppositions in Vladimir 

Nabokov’s Lolita 

Halmstad 

University 
n.d. 

BALIT.51 
A Product of Womanism: Shug Avery in Alice Walkers’s The 

Color Purple 
Gavle College 2014 

BALIT.52 

The social construction of gender: A comparison of Tennessee 

William’s A Streetcar Named Desire and Eugene O’Neill’s Long 

Day’s Journey into Night 

Halmstad 

University 
n.d. 

BALIT.53 
Through a Piece of Colored Glass: An Analysis of Caddy 

Compson in The Sound and the Fury 

Karlstad 

University 
2007 
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BALIT.54 

From Conqueror to Rebel Without a Cause: The Change in the 

Symbolic Function of Vampires, from Bram Stoker’s Imperialistic 

Dracula to Anne Rice’s Anarchistic The Vampire Lestat. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2009 

BALIT.55 
No Way To Live: A Postcolonial Analysis of Doris Lessing’s The 

Grass is Singing 

Linnaeus 

University 
2016 

BALIT.56 Edith Wharton’s View of Women: Lily Bart in The House of Mirth Halmstad 2011 

BALIT.57 
Spineless Men and Irresponsible Women? Gender Norm 

Destabilizing Performances in The Scarlet Letter and My Antonia 
Umeå University 2015 

BALIT.58 
“Dead celebrities are de facto amusing”: A postmodern analysis of 

Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture 

Halmstad 

University 
n.d. 

BALIT.59 
Christian messages and moral values in The Lion the Witch and 

Wardrobe 

Kristianstad 

University 
2014 

BALIT.60 Power and Resistance in Herman Melville’s Three B’s 
Stockholm 

University 
2013 

BALIT.61 The Manifestasion of Presential Space in Don Berry’s Trask 
Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.62 

Representation of the other: A Postcolonial Study of the 

Representation of the Natives in Relation to the Colonizers in The 

Stranger and Disgrace 

Jonkoping 

College 
2013 

BALIT.63 
Deconstructing Sleeping Beauty: Angela Carter and Ecriture 

Feminine 

Sodertorn 

University 
2010 

BALIT.64 
Modernizing Jane Austen: An investigation of the process of 

turning her novels into film 

Halmstad 

University 
2013 

BALIT.65 
“A hell of a good guy”: Homosocial Desire and Ethnicity in The 

Sun Also Rises 

Linnaeus 

University 
2014 

BALIT.66 
Finding Dystopia in Utopia: Gender, Power and Politics in The 

Carhullan Army 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALIT.67 
Comedy Gold: How Humour is Used as Social Criticism in Terry 

Pratchett’s Making Money 

Karlstad 

University 
2014 

BALIT.68 
Who are these people? Really? Heteronormative discourse and 

Jackie Kay’s Trumpet 

Linnaeus 

University 
2008 

BALIT.69 
Woolstonecraft’s Mary and Maria: Creating Feminist Propaganda 

through Ficyion 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALIT.70 
Room for Thought: Privacy and the Private Home in Mrs 

Dalloway and To the Lighthouse 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALIT.71 Mary Bennet: The most contradictory girl in the neighbourhood 
Linnaeus 

University 
2008 

BALIT.72 

“I’d got to decide, forever, betwixt two things, and I knowed it”: 

Moral Dilemmas in Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn; In the Light of R.W. Emerson’s “Self-Reliance” 

Linnaeus 

University 
2006 

BALIT.73 

Heathcliff: The Black Dog that Became a Bourgeois Gentleman – 

the Combined Issue of Race and Social Class in Wuthering 

Heights 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALIT.74 
“With Meaning and Meaning’s Rebuttal”: A Contrastive Reading 

of Philip Larkin’s The Less Deceived 

Karlstad 

University 
2013 

BALIT.75 
“I am Heathcliff!” Paradoxical Love in Bronte’s Wuthering 

Heights 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.76 
Drinking in the Panopticon: Female Drinkers in Dorothy Parker’s 

Stories 
Gavle College 2009 

BALIT.77 
Suspect Behaviour: A Gender Perspective on Male and Female 

Characters in Two Detective Novels by Agatha Christie 

Linnaeus 

University 
2013 

BALIT.78 
“I’m OK”: Levels of Communication and Trauma Recovery in 

Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALIT.79 
Women – The Lowest Class? A Marxist Critical Analysis of Jane 

Austen’s Pride and Prejudice and Persuasion  
Gavle College 2015 

BALIT.80 
The Road to Despair: Hope and hopelessness in the post-

apocalyptic setting. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2011 

BALIT.81 
Mary Shelley’s Unrealised Vision: The Cinematic Evolution of 

Frankenstein’s Monster 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 
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BALIT.82 
Orders of Geo-Kinetic Manifestation in Ivan Doig’s The Sea 

Runners 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.83 

“Where the Trails All Cross”: Chronotopes, Cyclic Time and 

Recycled Mythology in Pauline Melville’s The Ventriloquist’s 

Tale 

Stockholm 

University 
2013 

BALIT.84 
“Jess – who – wasn’t – Jess”: Double Consciousness and Identity 

Construction in Helen Oyeyemi’s The Icarus Girl 

Karlstad 

University 
2010 

BALIT.85 

Double Oppression in the Color Purple and Wide Sargasso Sea: A 

Comparison between the main characters Celie and 

Antoinette/Bertha 

Gavle College 2008 

BALIT.86 
Hierarchy, Gentility and Humanity in Elizabeth Gaskell’s 

Cranford 

Linkoping 

University 
2013 

BALIT.87 There and Back Again: the Hobbit Bilbo as a Hero  
Linkoping 

University 
2007 

BALIT.88 

Stereotypes of men and women, and inequality between the sexes 

in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A didactic essay attemting 

to show that a gender focused reading of Pride and Prejudice has 

much to offer both male and female students 

Linnaeus 

University 
2006 

BALIT.89 A Matter of Choice: Ethical Dilemmas in Toni Morrison’s Beloved 
Sodertorn 

University 
2004 

BALIT.90 
“O Brave New World, That Has Such Critics In’t”: An 

Argumentative Essay on Criticism of The Tempest 

Stockholm 

University 
2013 

BALIT.91 
Resistance of Female Stereotypes in The Bluest Eye: Destroying 

Images of Black Womanhood and Motherhood  

Sodertorn 

University 
2014 

BALIT.92 
Dracula: Demons, Victims and Heroes: A Discussion of the 21

st
 

Century Feminine Reader Response 

Linnaeus 

University 
2011 

BALIT.93 
A Trajectory Towards Racism: Vraisemblance and Masculinity in 

T.C. Boyle’s The Tortilla Curtain 

Stockholm 

University 
2014 

BALIT.94 
This war will never be forgotten: a study of intertextual relations 

between Homer’s Iliad and Wolfgang Petersen’s Troy 

Sodertorn 

University 
2009 

BALIT.95 
Confirming Truth in Capote’s: In Cold Blood. A Narratological 

Analysis of Autobiographical Elements 

Linnaeus 

University 
2010 

BALIT.96 
Cultural Critique in a Patriarchal World: Revolutionary Suicide in 

Sylvia Plath’s “Lady Lazarus”, “Daddy” and The Bell Jar 

Sodertorn 

University 
2009 

BALIT.97 
What Manner of Man is This? The Depiction of Vampire Folklore 

in Dracula and Fangland 

Stockholm 

University 
2012 

BALIT.98 
Old Money versus New: Class Identity as a Motivational Force in 

The Great Gatsby. 

Linnaeus 

University 
2011 

BALIT.99 

I Have Dreamed a Dream...: An Analysis of H.G. Well’s Short 

Stories “Mr Skelmersdale in Fairyland”, “The Door in the Wall” 

and “A Dream of Armageddon” 

Linkoping 

University 
2008 

BALIT.100 
The Secret World of Harry Potter: The Literary Laws of Fantasy 

Applied to the Novels by J.K.Rowling 

Sodertorn 

College 
2006 
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Table D. Numbers of all occurrences of CMVs in the two corpora, BALIT and   

                 BALING  

 

BALING 

Total number of tokens: 

995,762 

BALIT 

Total number of tokens: 

1,004,762 

Total number of 

tokens in all 

essays: 

2,000,290 

CMV 

Total 

hits of 

the 

specific 

CMV 

 

No. of 

I/we/it/ 

this/the 

study, 

essay, 

project  

structures 

with the 

CMV 

 

Total 

number 

of 

Student 

Claims 

using 

the 

CMV 

Total 

hits of 

the 

specific 

CMV 

 

No. of 

I/we/it/ 

this/the 

study, 

essay, 

project  

structures 

with the 

CMV 

Total 

number 

of 

Student 

Claims 

using 

the 

CMV 

Total number  

of Student 

Claims in all 

essays 

would 1,218 273 159 1,625 321 199 358 

can 3,514 598 288 2,744 401 288 576 

must 252 45 18 503 101 41 59 

should 858 155 115 663 73 40 155 

will 1,988 408 16 2,100 627 106 122 

may 988 76 48 607 82 46 94 

might 771 127 110 895 126 89 199 

could 1,289 182 119 1,172 118 77 196 

Total 10,878 1,864 873 10,309 1,849 886 1,759 
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Table E. Dispersion of occurrences of the CMV can as they were counted in student   

               claim cases in the BALING corpus. 

        (The essays which do not appear in the 1
st
 left column did not include any of these targeted searches.) 

 

Linguistics 

Essay Code 

Number of 

occurrences of 

I can 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Number of 

occurrences of 

We can 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Number of 

occurrences of 

It can 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Number of 

occurrences of 

[this/the 

study, essay, 

etc.] 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Total number 

of can 

occurrences 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

BALING.1 1    1 

BALING.2  4   4 

BALING.3  1 4  5 

BALING.4  8 3  11 

BALING.5    1 1 

BALING.7   2  2 

BALING.10  1 1  2 

BALING.11   3  3 

BALING.12   3  3 

BALING.13  2 2  4 

BALING.15   8  8 

BALING.16  1   1 

BALING.18  3 1  4 

BALING.19  4 1  5 

BALING.20  1 3  4 

BALING.21   1  1 

BALING.22   2  2 

BALING.23   6  6 

BALING.24   1  1 

BALING.25  26 1  27 

BALING.26  1 2  3 

BALING.27   2  2 

BALING.28  1 2  3 

BALING.29  2   2 

BALING.30   1  1 

BALING.31  1   1 

BALING.32   8  8 

BALING.34  2   2 

BALING.35  1 3  4 

BALING.36   6 1 7 

BALING.37  1   1 

BALING.38  1 1  2 

BALING.40  2   2 

BALING.43  3 5  8 

BALING.44   4  4 

BALING.45  1 2 1 4 
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BALING.46   9  9 

BALING.47  4   4 

BALING.48  1   1 

BALING.49  4 3  7 

BALING.52   2  2 

BALING.55  12 1  13 

BALING.56   3  3 

BALING.57  5 1 2 8 

BALING.58  5 8  13 

BALING.60    2 2 

BALING.61   3  3 

BALING.62   1  1 

BALING.63  1   1 

BALING.64   3  3 

BALING.65   5  5 

BALING.66   4  4 

BALING.67    1 1 

BALING.68   1  1 

BALING.70   2  2 

BALING.71  1 2  3 

BALING.75  5 5  10 

BALING.76   1  1 

BALING.78   2  2 

BALING.79   4  4 

BALING.81   1  1 

BALING.82 1  3  4 

BALING.83  4   4 

BALING.84   1  1 

BALING.86 1    1 

BALING.87   1  1 

BALING.88   1  1 

BALING.89   1  1 

BALING.91  1 7  8 

BALING.94  1   1 

BALING.95   3  3 

BALING.96   4 1 5 

BALING.97   1   

BALING.99   2  2 

BALING.100   2  2 

Total  3 111 165 9 288 
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Table F. Dispersion of occurrences of the CMV can as they were counted in student    

               claim cases in the BALIT corpus. 

           (The essays which do not appear in the 1
st
 left column did not include any of these targeted searches.) 

 

Literature 

Essay Code 

Number of 

occurrences of 

I can 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Number of 

occurrences of 

We can 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Number of 

occurrences of 

It can 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Number of 

occurrences of 

[this/the 

study, essay, 

etc.] 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

Total number 

of can 

occurrences 

in student 

claims in each 

essay 

BALIT.1  3 3 1 7 

BALIT.2  7   7 

BALIT.4  1 6  7 

BALIT.6  2 1  3 

BALIT.7   1  1 

BALIT.8  1   1 

BALIT.9   1  1 

BALIT.10  1 2  3 

BALIT.12   1  1 

BALIT.13  2 1  3 

BALIT.14  1   1 

BALIT.15  18   18 

BALIT.16  1   1 

BALIT.17  1   1 

BALIT.18   2 1 3 

BALIT.19  18 1  19 

BALIT.20  2   2 

BALIT.22   3  3 

BALIT.23   1  1 

BALIT.24  1   1 

BALIT.26   1  1 

BALIT.29  3   3 

BALIT.30   1  1 

BALIT.31   6  6 

BALIT.32   2  2 

BALIT.35  4   4 

BALIT.37   1  1 

BALIT.38  1 4  5 

BALIT.39   2  2 

BALIT.40  8 1  9 

BALIT.41  2   2 

BALIT.42   1  1 

BALIT.43  1 1  2 

BALIT.44 1 4 5  10 

BALIT.45  1   1 

BALIT.46  7 3  10 

BALIT.47  1 2  3 
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BALIT.48  1   1 

BALIT.49   3  3 

BALIT.54  2   2 

BALIT.55   2  2 

BALIT.57 1    1 

BALIT.58 1  1  2 

BALIT.59   1  1 

BALIT.60  1 1  2 

BALIT.62   1  1 

BALIT.63   2  2 

BALIT.64  6 1  7 

BALIT.66  5 2  7 

BALIT.67  1 2  3 

BALIT.68  10 2  12 

BALIT.73   2  2 

BALIT.74   2  2 

BALIT.75  6 2  8 

BALIT.77   1  1 

BALIT.78   1  1 

BALIT.79  3   3 

BALIT.80  1 5  6 

BALIT.81   3  3 

BALIT.82   1  1 

BALIT.83  2   2 

BALIT.84   2  2 

BALIT.85  3 2  5 

BALIT.86  2 1  3 

BALIT.87  2   2 

BALIT.88  1 5  6 

BALIT.89 1    1 

BALIT.90 1 3 2  6 

BALIT.91  1 1  2 

BALIT.92  4 4  8 

BALIT.94 1 3 1  5 

BALIT.95   4  4 

BALIT.96   7 1 8 

BALIT.97  1   1 

BALIT.99  1   1 

BALIT.100 6 6   12 

Total 12 156 117 3 288 
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Table G. Numbers of occurrences of I/we/it and this/the [essay, thesis, etc.]+ CMVs in   

                the BALING corpus 

 
      

  
 

Subjects 

of 

Student 

Claim 

Structures 
BALING 

Would 

BALING 

Can 

BALING 

Must 

BALING 

Should 

BALING 

Will 

BALING 

May 

BALING 

Might 

BALING 

Could Total 

I 14 3 0 1 7 0 3 1 29 

We  2 111 10 14 1 5 8 8 159 

It  140 165 8 95 7 40 90 105 650 

The/this 

[study, 

essay, 

etc.] 

3 9 0 5 1 3 9 5 35 

Total 159 288 18 115 16 48 110 119 873 

 

Table H. Numbers of occurrences of I/we/it and this/the [essay, thesis, etc.]+ CMVs  

                 in the BALIT corpus 

Subjects 

of 

Student 

Claim 

Structures 
BALIT 

Would 

BALIT 

Can 

BALIT 

Must 

BALIT 

Should 

BALIT 

Will 

BALIT 

May 

BALIT 

Might 

BALIT 

Could Total 

I 77 12 4 1 41 2 0 5 142 

We  17 156 17 15 16 13 30 4 268 

It  105 117 20 24 28 30 58 68 450 

The/this 

[study, 

essay, 

etc.] 

0 3 0 0 21 1 1 0 26 

Total  199 288 41 40 106 46 89 77 886 
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